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PREFACE

Lydie  LAIGLE

INTERNATIONALISATION STRATEGIES AND TRAJECTORIES OF ASIAN AND
EUROPEAN FIRMS

This edition of Actes du GERPISA deals with the internationalisation strategies and trajectories of
automobile industry builders and equipment manufacturers, taken from comparative examples
covering two continents (Europe and Asia).  Its wealth comes from the variety of firms presented1

whose history, whose role in the various economies and whose place in the automobile system differs.
The interest of this edition is to relate this diversity, while at the same time highlighting the common
characteristics of internationalisation trajectories that companies followed.  The adopted method--
which, it must be remembered, is from the second GERPISA programme--consists of understanding the
processes by which firms orient their strategies in relation to the changes (more or less anticipated) of
their competitive, macro-economic, financial, labour and political environment.  It is a question of
speculating about what way these firms face the evolutionary constraints of their environment and in
what way they profit from the opportunities created by such variations to alter their strategies and
redeploy their activities on an international level.

As will be seen, the successive choices made by builders and equipment manufacturers to make
their product ranges evolve, concentrate themselves on technological niches, or invest abroad can be
factors of expansion and growth, or on the contrary, impasses.  All internationalisation strategies have
not been crowned with success.  In actual fact, the failures that firms have undergone can often be
explained by underestimating the required conditions  to expand manufacturing concerns abroad on a
long-lasting basis: creation of after-sales, maintenance, distribution and suppliers networks, adaptation
of products to local demand, sharing out of components and strengthened commonisation,
differentiated organisational models, and so on. Just as the successes, the companies’ history and the
paths they followed can also explain these failures.  Their specialisation on product ranges and
technologies corresponding to the characteristics of their domestic or continental market, their

                                                
1The internationalisation trajectories reconstituted in this edition are those of Hyundai and Daewoo for Korea, Mitsubishi and
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alliances and their dependence on their partners—necessary at a given moment to support their
growth—can become incompatible with the transformations of economies and markets toward which
these firms count on strengthening their internationalisation.

The competitive advantages relative to a period can change into a "disadvantage" on another.  This
is why companies are led to renew their strategic choices, their technological and organisational
investments, the coordination and location or their activities internationally on a permanent basis.

The term trajectory here shows its real meaning.  It includes focusing attention on the determining
character of the firm's specificities inherited from the past, of the economic and institutional contexts
in which it developed, while at the same time considering the cumulative effects engendered by its
strategic reorientations and its adaptive repositioning on different markets.

But such cumulative effects can most often be evaluated only ex-post.  The trajectories—and this
possibly is where the limits of the exercise are—can only be reconstituted ex-posteriori, to the extent
that they are the result of a conjunction of factors and events of a multiple or unpredictable character.

What strikes the reader in the texts gathered in this edition of Actes du GERPISA is that
internationalisation trajectories possess common characteristics going beyond historical, national and
competitive specificities at the heart of which firms have expanded.

This is why these common aspects presenting the internationalisation trajectories  in relation to the
four phases that characterise them are going to be analysed: export strategy, strategic alliances and
shareholding investments, foreign direct investments, and "globalisation."

Still, one cannot consider that the trajectories followed by firms in the automobile industry
converge toward similar situations.  The historical, institutional and economic conditions in which
companies have experienced these four phases are not identical.  Furthermore, the problems
encountered at each step of their internationalisation and the paths sought out to overcome them were
not the same.

We will conclude, consequently, on the specificities of the trajectories followed by an attempt to
answer the following questions.  What are the characteristics of Japanese and Korean firms'
internationalisation trajectories compared to European and American firms?  Are Asian companies
implementing networks and different internationalisation structures?

FROM INTERNATIONALISATION TRAJECTORIES TO COMMON CHARACTERISTICS

Exporting:  Prelude to Internationalisation
The first decisive phase in firms' internationalisation is that of exporting on which certain builders,

such as Fiat and Hyundai, have founded their expansion.  This strategy relies on the setting up of a
foreign sales network and on demand for investments in the areas of transport, marketing and product
adaptation.  The promotion of exports is more often chosen to face up to saturation of demand on the
domestic market.

In fact, the characteristics of this market (employee qualifications, savings behaviour and level of
demand solvency, changes in state and legislative policies, organisation of the banking system, etc.)
have led domestic firms to focus on certain product segments which can increase or decrease their
chance of exporting.  Volpato, for example, shows how low levels of real demand, conjugated with
taxes on petrol and roads, led Fiat after the war to specialise in downmarket products, which penalised
the Turin firm in promoting its exports.

In a first stage, exports are made toward industrialised countries2 and are only oriented to
developing countries in a secondary stage, depending on the relative change in internal demand
compared to foreign demand.

                                                
2Korean builders, particularly Hyundai to the contrary of European builders and notably Fiat, oriented their exports quickly
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Strategic Alliances and Shareholding Investments
Strategic alliances and shareholding investments in foreign firms’ capital make up on of the means

of internationalisation privileged by builders and equipment manufacturers.
Builders generally sign cooperation agreements and set up joint ventures with other builders3

covering complementary segments in the automobile market established in other geographical zones.
These alliances generally go hand-in-hand with a recentering of the sectorial type.  Groups tend to

abandon activities acquired in neighbouring or distant professions (conglomerate diversification).  The
growth in competition on the worldwide level impels them to be more specialised in products for
which they can conquer market shares and enhance their technological skills.

This phase occurs through a dual movement of contraction and expansion: specialisation on key
niches reduces these groups' field of operation, but allows for an international geographical
redeployment of their activities.

The sought-after strategic alliances, to support external growth based on the complementarity of
expertise and market segments, and on the other hand, to share common components as well as R& D
and production costs, still run up against major obstacles and risks.

The lack of harmonisation in each country’s legislative, monetary and price systems causes firms to
run economic risks that are difficult to anticipate (fluctuations in exchange rates, instability of stock
markets and financial systems).  But it is even more necessary to point out that transnational
cooperation agreements between automobile constructors (as can be seen in the agreement between
Fiat and Ford revealed by Volpato) can fail for reasons in connection with the sharing of powers and
the difficulties encountered to coordinate or indeed integrate different services of "cooperative" firms.

The difficulties linked to the change in political, labour, and macro-economic situations
(households' savings rates, distribution of income, etc.) must not be underestimated for countries
where firms are established with whom agreements have been drawn up, as can be seen in the
agreement signed between the Soviet government and Fiat.

To this are added, as Shimokawa and Hyun underline, the problems caused by "unbalanced"
alliances, in which one of the partners pursues its "leader collaborator's" goals dependently.  For
example, because of its alliance with Chrysler, Mitsubishi was not able to build its own brand image in
the U.S.  This alliance was in the long run rather inauspicious.  In actual fact, when Mitsubishi built its
own production activities in the U.S., they were not profitable because of their low sales power.  As
for the alliance between Daewoo and GM, it can be qualified as "strong path dependency" because
Daewoo produced models for the American market designed by GM (Chevrolet, Rekord, LeMans,
etc.) over 21 years from 1972 to 1993, finding itself boxed into the American giant's
internationalisation strategy.  This alliance of course allowed Daewoo to follow a trajectory of
technological learning, but this could not lead to an autonomous strategy of new model designs and
international redeployment, as Daewoo continued to be dependent on GM.  This is why Daewoo really
began to follow its own internationalisation trajectory correlatively to a reconquering of its own
domestic market from 1993, after its break-up with GM.

The equipment manufacturing industry has also been internationalised thanks to numerous joint
ventures and agreements between companies, signed first of all between equipment manufacturers
from the Triad, and more recently, between the latter and those from developing countries.  The
equipment manufacturers generally bought back or obtained participation in the financial capital of:
•  other equipment manufacturers who controlled key technologies (electronics, air conditioning,

etc.) to be present on potentially profitable and growing niches in terms of market shares on the
world-wide level;

                                                
3These strategic alliances can also be signed with political institutions as seen in Fiat's experience with the Soviet
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•  suppliers who manufacture complementary products whose acquisition allowed them to
become suppliers of complete systems (cooling systems, frontal blocks, etc.);

•  suppliers who already had their manufacturing sites located in proximity of constructors'
plants and their new set-ups and/or who maintained business relationships with developing
countries' builders.
Up to 1990, the internationalisation strategy of major European and Asian equipment

manufacturers consisted first and foremost of increasing their presence on markets in the Triad, by
technological trajectories and strategic alliances which allowed them to control the design, production
and marketing of complete operations with strong technological contents.

Nippon Denso, as Shimokawa mentions, signed agreements for "technical licences" with European
equipment manufacturers such as Bosch, Bendix and Valéo, giving way, in some cases, to the creation
of common companies, or "joint venture businesses" in Europe and the U.S.  Magneti Marelli,
according to Volpato, concluded strategic alliances with Matra, Motorola, Nippon Denso and TRW
including patents and technology sharing.  As of 1990, Valéo, for its part, after having separated itself
from its "peripheral" activities and streamlined its branches of activity, concentrated its technological
and business strategy on conquering market shares in the Japan, Germany and the U.S. by proceeding
with a series of acquisitions and creations of subsidiaries, notably in Britain to deliver its Japanese
transplants, in Germany to supply VW and Opel, and in the U.S. to expand its motor cooling and air
conditioning leader branches.

These alliances have been conjugated with an expansion of the technological partnership between
the equipment manufacturers and their privileged customer-builders.  This technological partnership
seems to have constituted, in many cases, a "launch pad" toward equipment manufacturers'
internationalisation.  Quite correctly, Shimokawa cites that Nippon Denso was able to become an
international equipment manufacturer notably thanks to the fact that it was Toyota's privileged
supplier, the former having pushed it to adopt outstanding quality control and just-in-time systems,
simultaneous engineering, and so on, which allowed it to follow a technological trajectory favouring
its international expansion.  Moreover, Chung underlines that financial and technological aid grated by
Hyundai to its suppliers, as well as cooperation in the research and development phase of new
components that the builder inaugurated with a limited number of privileged suppliers was a factor of
international expansion for the Korean automobile industry.

Consequently, strategic alliances—both horizontal and vertical—made up a factor of
internationalisation, particularly for Asian automobile builders and equipment manufacturers,
who used them as a means of spreading out their foreign activities at a lesser risk.

Direct Foreign Investments
Direct Foreign Investments (DFIs) were carried out by builders and equipment manufacturers, most

of the time concurrently with their strategic alliances and joint ventures. 4

These DFIs, as a good deal of authors point out, were not only favoured by low wage costs, but
also by significant financial structures and economic infrastructures (banking systems, rail and roads
determining the accessibility and reliability of transport lead times, energy costs, and so on).
Moreover, the financial aid granted by states and regions to favour the establishment of foreign plays
also plays a non-negligible role, as could be seen in 1973 in Fiat's physical investments in the Minas
Gerais region in Brazil, and in 1992 in Poland.

                                                
4One could be led to inquire about the order in which the different phases of internationalisation were ordered.  If direct
foreign investments are placed after strategic alliances, it is because those DFIs realised in a dynamic process of growing
globalisation from the 1970s are being observed, and not those made on a multi-domestic basis on which the expansion of
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These direct foreign investments (DFIs) came about following a dual process: between countries in
the Triad and those in developing countries.

DFIs Between Countries in the Triad
In most cases, these DFIs were realised in the framework of going beyond multi-domestic

strategies5, relayed from the 1980s by overall strategies attempting to centralise advanced research
means, organise logistics and coordinate the sales policy on a world-wide basis, as well as optimise the
international organisation of industrial manufacturing processes (specialised and interconnected sites
producing for several markets).

The DFIs within the Triad favoured the “peripheral” zones of major regions: Eastern Europe
(Poland, etc.), Southern Europe (notably Spain), Northern Europe (particularly Great Britain); for
Asia, South Korea; for the U.S., Canada and Mexico.  Japanese constructors (Nissan, Honda and
Toyota), subsidiaries of American builders such as Opel, European constructors (Renault, PSA, Fiat,
VW, and so on) and their equipment manufacturers (Valéo, Magneti Marelli, etc.) established their
factories in these “peripheral” zones.

The success of Asian transplants in Europe, for example, seems to be founded on different factors:

• establishment of manufacturing sites in areas with low wage costs, with a strong blue-
collar tradition (few trade unions), and with engineering skills renewed by a developed
educational system (Britain and Eastern Europe);

• a majority share in the production exported outside of the country where the plants are set
up (in the continental area) thanks to distribution and sales branch networks covering the
European continent, but also sometimes to countries further away (Africa, Australia)

thanks to optimal transport and logistics organisation;
• centralisation of research in the “blue banana,” covering an area from southern Britain to

northern Spain passing through Germany;

• progressive use of supplier networks profiting from their intra-European specialisation
(e.g., machine tools bought in Germany), and so on.
However, DFI strategies did not all work, which corroborates the idea that there are prerequisites

for the internationalisation of value-added chains.  The establishment of Hyundai in the U.S., for
example, ended in failure.  As Chung underlines, Hyundai set up a plant in Bromont, whose
organisation and manufacturing techniques were not developed enough to conquer a market as
competitive as that in the United States.  Moreover, this site was created without the adequate supplier,
after-sales and maintenance networks that were necessary to face up to the saturation of demand on
this continental market.

DFIs in Developing Countries
DFIs in developing countries were first created in a process of economic integration of certain

regional poles. Asian builders and equipment manufacturers (outside of their DFIs in Europe and the
U.S.) extended their internationalisation toward the countries of ASEAN (Association of Southeast
Asian Nations), China and Taiwan, instigating business flows between the countries in this area.
Mitsubishi, as Shimokawa cites, signed technological alliances with China Motor Company and
created CKD production bases in Malaysia, Indonesia, the Philippines and Thailand.

                                                
5 It must be remembered that these multi-domestic strategies were characterised by the fact that each relatively autonomous
foreign subsidiary was producing, for each national market, a range of products adapted in non-specialised sites and at
sometimes under capacity.  Ford’s and GM’s subsidiaries, for example, were making specific models in Europe without an
interconnection with the platforms and components used in the U.S. and without any real interaction with American product
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To this economic integration process, which also reinforced itself around Europe (notably in the
east)   and   in   South   America   (in   MERCOSUR

countries), was added from 1995 a process of “crossed” internationalisation toward more and more
distant regions6.  Asian firms conducted a much more offensive DFI strategy covering more and more
varied areas.

Hyundai, as Chung indicates, redeployed its activities in an axis situated between two geographic
poles:

• one concerning southeast Asia, China and Africa (i.e. Egypt, Botswana and Zimbabwe);
• the other in South America (notably Venezuela).

Daewoo, as Hyun observes, carried out major DFIs in eastern Europe, notably in Poland, Romania,
and the Czech Republic, as well as in Asia, particularly in Vietnam, Indonesia and the Philippines.

These two processes also concerned European equipment manufacturers.  Magneti Marelli, Volpato
mentions, set up in Poland from 1992, with a view to meeting the growing demand for components
from Fiat, but also GM and PSA which were present in this country, and signed agreements in 1995-
96 with other equipment manufacturers to follow Volkswagen and PSA to China.

A strategy of manufacturing new “restyled” models in emerging countries progressively took the
place of the pre-1980s strategy—which consisted of manufacturing older, discontinued models in
these countries—in order to meet a more and more demanding local demand in the areas of quality and
newness.  Foreign builders’ and equipment manufacturers’ plants gradually noticed their role change.
They no longer made up the sole production bases oriented toward exporting (sometimes even toward
the firms’ home countries), but were also used to penetrate local markets and those in outer regions.
Builders’ and equipment manufacturers’ new foreign sites henceforth covered numerous and quite
diversified markets.

Globalisation:  the Ultimate Phase of Internationalisation?

Most internationalisation trajectories described lead to “globalisation” which is characterised

by:
• a matrix-type manufacturing process on a world-wide basis combining:
- an international division of work aiming as much as possible at locating heavily value-

added production in countries with highly-skilled workers having a certain mastery of new
technologies; and on the other hand intensive work operations in countries with low labour
costs generally using standard technology;

- regrouping differentiated product manufacturing adapted to the needs of local consumers
and also to export markets sometimes covering several continents (re-exporting
subsidiaries).

                                                
6 This crossed internationalisation movement means that builders and equipment manufacturers in each extended continental
zone invest more in the “peripheral” regions of their original areas, but also in those of other continents by privileging
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• a renewal of product ranges using common platforms and components.  Builders as well
as equipment manufacturers use commonisation and standardisation practices for basic
components to generate diversity from parts destined to variations of the same model

marketed on different continents.  A differentiation of models according to large world
regions can also be seen.  In this case, the same platform is used for a vehicle range
produced on an enlarged continental market: Korea and southeast Asia, for example, as

affirmed the “Asian car” model launched by Hyundai.
• international organisation of R&D activities whose objective is to favour an adaptation

of new product design for enlarged continental zones, while at the same time respecting

local customer expectations and improving the industrialisation conditions in emerging
countries.  This R&D organisation is typified by:

- regrouping fundamental research centres in industrialised countries in the Triad, allowing

for economies of scale in the design phase (through optimal concentration and use of
experimentation and trial means, elimination of project duplication, etc.), as well as
economies of variety (through the reuse of research results for several development

projects concerning several countries and vehicle models, through dialogue between the
different engineering departments, and so on).

- moving centres of applied technical development to regions where the main international

production sites are located7.
- international data transmission networks between the different advanced applied research

and development centres set up by builders and major equipment manufacturers.

 the creation of international distribution, after-sales and maintenance networks made up
of outposts in the main exporting countries and logistics component bases centralised in
countries in the Triad.

•  a worldwide organisation of the supply network founded on “global sourcing,” which
allows for flexible use of the industrial capabilities of suppliers located in different regions
of the world.  Builders require their main equipment manufacturers to be able to deliver the

type of components (destined to each vehicle for which they were selected) in all regions
of the world where this vehicle is manufactured.  In these conditions, the main equipment
manufacturer is encouraged to multiply its locations abroad.  According to Volpato, world

equipment manufacturers are thus led to manage “satellite” systems, coordinating three
levels internationally: production capabilities, exchange rates and customs barriers, and
logistics flows.

GLOBALISATION PUT TO THE TEST

                                                
7 Shimokawa states that Mitsubishi’s R&D remains centralised in Okazaki, Japan, even if the builder has created a technical
centre in the U.S. and another in Europe to keep informed of technology and applied development and to evaluate the
expectations of domestic customers.  Hyundai, while keeping its main centre in Korea, has, since 1995, multiplied
specialised R&D institutes in Japan and the U.S. to develop vehicles and technology corresponding to these markets’ needs.
As for Daewoo, it has created two technology centres, one in Britain, the other in Germany to increase its European
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Specificities of the Trajectories Followed by Asian Builders
All the firms presented in this edition of Actes du GERPISA did not experience the same trajectories,

taking into account their history, the competitive and economic context in which they began their
internationalisation, and the paths where their alliances led them.  The different companies in the
automobile industry can follow the four phases described more or less quickly and simultaneously8.

It appears that Asian firms’ and main equipment manufacturers’ trajectories are different than those
followed by European and American builders.  First of all, the period during which these Asian
companies and equipment manufacturers began their trajectory (during the energy crisis of the 1970s)
motivated them to base their internationalisation on strategic alliances, more than on the creation of
autonomous subsidiaries abroad9.  Second, direct foreign investments were realised thanks to joint
ventures and/or by progressively moving value-added chains which allowed for risks linked to
internationalisation to be minimised—investments in the area of production were only made once the
distribution networks were set up and after having reached a high rate of penetration in the local
markets.  Third, Asian equipment manufacturers and builders, notably the Japanese, were
internationalised from the renewal of their “core competence” of R&D and manufacturing in their
original regions10.

Consequently, internationalisation was carried out from “the centre” toward “the outside”
simultaneously by a transfer of knowledge acquired in the home country, a progressive move of
complementary support activities (applied development, after-sales, maintenance, etc.), and above all
the interconnection of activities on an international level, notably to manage tension between the
domestic and international governments.  The internationalisation of activity chains was managed
concurrently with the strengthening of each of these activities’ strategic advantage on the domestic
market which, taking into account its highly competitive character in Japan, favoured the development
and transfer of new production methods toward the two other continents in the Triad (the U.S. and
Europe).

If the internationalisation of European and American builders is considered since the beginning of
the century, it is obvious that this internationalisation has occurred on a multinational basis (with
relatively autonomous foreign subsidiaries), before transnational reconfiguration projects were
undertaken, such as the “Ford 2000” and “Fiat 178” plans, as Shimokawa and Volpato very correctly
point out.  Consequently, it is from the “multidomestic” international structure, characterised by
foreign subsidiaries’ low horizontal integration, and by the low level of coordination of their
purchasing and organisational policies in their supply network11 (i.e., low transnational vertical
integration) that the internationalisation of American and European builders took place, differently
from that of Asian constructors and equipment manufacturers.

                                                
8 The four phases of internationalisation do not at all make up a sequential scheme that can be applied to all firms.  These
four phrases must be understood as constituent elements in internationalisation trajectories, which can be gone through more
or less simultaneously according to the constraints and opportunities that the companies encounter (commercial barriers,
price restrictions, etc.) Moreover, these four phases are superposed in time: the export phase, for example, continues while
that of strategic alliances and foreign investments is developing.
9 Actually, the economic and competitive context before the 1970s had allowed European and American constructors to
multiply their foreign autonomous subsidiaries on a multi-domestic basis.
10 Japanese transplants kept very important exchange links (for products and know-how) with the sites in their home
countries.  They first imported the majority of their equipment and components from Japan and progressively set up
engineering and marketing activities, in addition to distribution and sales activities, in Europe.  Similarly, Valéo and Magneti
Marelli restructured the activities of their leading branches, began their technological trajectory toward the design of
complete units incorporating electronics, and associated themselves with numerous partners before taking on offensive
internationalisation strategies.
11 It must be remembered that these subsidiaries developed their models differently and organised their own supply chains on
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To simplify matters, Japanese builders’ internationalisation came about by the strengthening of the
international coordination of their value-added chain, progressively moved to the international level
yet polarised, whereas American and European builders’ internationalisation began by the creation of
locally dispersed subsidiaries with low international integration of their activity chains, but which
thereafter were organised toward greater international concentration and coordination.  These
differences in trajectories partly explain the variety of internationalisation structures observed and the
means by which firms elaborate their “globalisation” strategies.

Toward Which Globalisation?
Firms which were the most “multinational,” such as Fiat and Ford, are henceforth adopting

configurations conjugating a specialisation and coordination of their design and production activities
according to major world regions.  Ford, for example, counts on specialising its R&D on specific
vehicle ranges according to its main regions (upmarket in the U.S., mid- and downmarket in Britain).

Thus this configuration goes through changes in product policy.  These two builders have
committed themselves first and foremost in the adventure of the “world” or “regional” car.  The Ford
Mondeo was developed in Europe to be marketed on a worldwide level (including in the United
States).  Fiat has already designed two cars of this type, one for Latin America (the Palio first for
Brazil and then for Argentina), the other destined to be marketed not only in Poland, but also in
Turkey, India and China, as Volpato explains.  But European and American builders are in
competition with the Japanese and Koreans (specifically Honda, Toyota and Hyundai), who since
1996 have been developing “Asian cars.”

Beyond the diversity of their internationalisation trajectories, the majority of builders are
currently proceeding with a transformation of design principles and organisation, so as to

adapt themselves to the variety of demand on different markets and respond to the reduction
of international product lifecycles.  For most of them,
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it is a question of finding the right compromise between a great diversity  in  products

marketed for a great number of countries and regions, but designed and manufactured (from
common platforms and components) in specialised sites allowing for economies of scale.  In
other words, how to manufacture a  product in a particular region that has  the maximum

number of  standard components12  (delivered by worldwide equipment manufacturers), but
whose variety was designed to allow for its marketing  in many regions of the world?  New
transnational organisations of industrial design and production adopted by the different

constructors  are  attempting to answer this question.  The equipment manufacturing industry
plays  a  strategic role  in favouring this mutation: it is mobilised  to make basic vehicle
functions evolve on a technological level, to participate in their standardisation / specification,

and deliver them in any region in the world, even if it means taking risks to innovate, to set up
in developing countries and to organise logistics flows on a worldwide level.  Consequently,
globalisation is conveyed by a transnationalisation of the “automobile system” in its entirety,

including builders and equipment manufacturers.

Lydie LAIGLE
LATTS, Ecole Nationale
 des Ponts et Chaussées,

FRANCE

                                                
12 The number of platforms per builder is going down, or more particularly the number of vehicles designed and


